We will introduce linear operators and obtain their exact norms defined on the function spaces X λ and Z 5 λ . These operators are constructed from the Euler-Lagrange type cubic functional equations and their Pexider versions.
Introduction
Let X and Y be complex normed spaces. For a fixed nonnegative real number λ, we denote by 
Jun and Kim 5 proved that when both X and Y are real vector spaces, a function f : X→Y satisfies 1.6 if and only if there exists a function B : X × X × X→Y such that f x B x, x, x for all x ∈ X, and B is symmetric for each fixed one variable and is additive for fixed two variables.
In 6 , the authors introduced the following Euler-Lagrange-type cubic functional equation, which is equivalent to 1.6 ,
for fixed integers a with a / 0, ±1. Moreover, Jun and Kim 7 introduced the following EulerLagrange-type cubic functional equation
for fixed integers a, b with a, b / 0, a ± b / 0, and they proved the following theorem. are defined by
where a, b, and m are fixed integers with a, b / 0, a ± b / 0, and m / 0, ±1.
are defined by
In this paper, we will give the exact norms of the operators C Proof. First, we show that
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. This implies that
Now, let ν ∈ Y be such that ν 1 and let {ξ n } n be a sequence of positive real numbers decreasing to 0. We define
for all x ∈ X. Hence we have A. Najati and A. Rahimi 5 for all x ∈ X, so that f n ∈ X λ for all positive integers n, with f n e 2λξ n .
2.7
Let u ∈ X be such that u 1 and take x 0 , y 0 ∈ X as x 0 y 0 ξ n u. Then it follows from the definition of f n that
2.
2.8
If on the contrary C P 1 < 2|m| 3 2, then there exists a δ > 0 such that
for all positive integers n. So it follows from 2.7 , 2.8 , and 2.9 that 
2.12
Proof. Since
Let η be a real number such that
Now, let u ∈ X, ν ∈ Y be such that u ν 1 and let {ξ n } n be a sequence of positive real numbers decreasing to 0. We define for all x ∈ X, so that f n ∈ X λ for all positive integers n, with f n max{e 1 |η|−|1/a η/b| λξ n , e 1 |η|−|1/b η/a| λξ n , e 1 |η|−|1/ab| λξ n , e 1 |η|−|η/ab| λξ n , e 1 |η|−| 1 η /ab| λξ n }.
2.19
Let x 0 , y 0 ∈ X be such that x 0 ξ n u and y 0 ηξ n u. Then it follows from the definition of f n that
If on the contrary C 
2.25
Proof. The result follows from the proof of Theorem 2.3.
